TOA Industries successfully controls springback in thin ultra-high strength steel stamping parts using PAM-STAMP 2G

The Automotive Division of TOA Industries Co., Ltd. manufactures vehicle body and suspension parts. There is strong pressure to reduce the weight of these components in order to cut CO₂ emissions without sacrificing safety performance. A solution is to use ultra-high strength steel, but this technological shift mustn’t lead suppliers to overlook automobile OEMs’ constant demand for the reduction of both development lead time and cost.

The most difficult problem in the manufacture of ultra-high strength steel components, given their exceptional yield stress, is dimensional deviation due to springback. To create dies for use with high strength materials in a short time frame and at low cost, springback must be prevented in the die from the design stage to minimize trial-and-error correction once the die is made.

Boasting a strong experience with PAM-STAMP 2G for crack/wrinkle prevention, TOA Industries has recently been analyzing springback and has found that on many components, conventional analytical methods are unable to predict springback accurately when ultra-high strength materials are used.

Figure 1 compares a physical test to PAM-STAMP 2G prediction results, when a 2.0mm thick 980MPa-class material is used for a Central Pillar. Analysis reveals a suitable correlation.

However, as shown in Figure 2, when a 1.2mm thick 980MPa-class material was used for a B-Pillar Inner, considerable gaps were observed.

Analysis of the behavior of blanks during the stamping process revealed that the B-Pillar Inner was subject to greater unbending deformation than the Central Pillar.
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It is known that the stress-strain relation during unbending deformation is different from that during bending deformation, owing to the Bauschinger effect.

However, the Isotropic Hardening Material Model generally used in existing forming simulation is unable to take the Bauschinger effect into account. This impacted on the accuracy of springback prediction in the B-Pillar Inner.

TOA Industries therefore decided to apply the Yoshida-Uemori model, which makes it possible to take the Bauschinger effect into account.

As shown in Figure 3, the PAM-STAMP 2G predictions displayed appropriate correlation with the physically stamped panel, confirming that springback prediction could be accurate enough to be of practical use.

From the results of these initiatives TOA Industries concluded that mass production of components using ultra-high strength steel would be possible. Drawing on its technical expertise, components made of 980MPa-class ultra-high strength materials are now in mass production and being used in vehicles available on the market.

Figure 3: B-Pillar inner: PAM-STAMP 2G results with the Yoshida-Uemori model compare to physical testing, 95.8 % of the points within +/- 1mm

Figure 2: B-Pillar Inner: PAM-STAMP 2G results compared to physical testing, Isotropic Hardening Model, 52.3 % of the points within +/- 1mm
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